


ADD A FOOTER

Control of the arm and hand movement develops 
from the shoulder out to the fingers, from large 
inaccurate movements to highly refined 
movements.  In order to control fine movements, 
we must be able to hold some body parts steady 
while moving other parts.

The progression of stability to mobility, starting from 
the shoulder, and developing out to the fingers can 
be seen during the first year of life.  Refinement of 
fine motor skills will continue through the early 
elementary years.



0-24 Months 2-3 Years Old 3-4 Years Old

• Develop the ability 

to stabilize the 

trunk

• Control large 

movements for 

reach 

• Open and close 

the hand

• Controlled release

• Pincer grasp

• Handedness 

established

• Pinch and grip 

patterns develop 

• The hand moves 

as a unit during 

drawing and 

writing activities

• Cuts with scissors

• Moves individual 

fingers

• Preferential use of 

one hand

• Finer movements 

of fingers and 

hand to 

manipulate small 

objects.  

• Uses the shoulder 

to control 

positioning of 

scissors

• Pencil control

• Begins to write 

letter



Encourage Physical Activities
•Animal Walks (crab, bear, frog jump, snake crawl)

•Wheelbarrow Walking

•Scooters

•Commando Crawl

•Log Rolling

•Blanket Roll- ups

•Swinging

•Swimming

•Bike Riding

•Climbing, Monkey Bars

•Pushing, pulling, carrying heavy items

•Lay on belly for board games or block building

Strengthen the trunk and shoulders



•Squeeze glue

•Hole punchers

•Roll, squeeze, pinch Playdoh or clay

•Rip or tear paper for craft projects

•Scissors- cut paper or different materials

•Tongs, tweezers, chopsticks

•Knead bread or pizza dough

•Water play

sponges, spray bottles, eye droppers, turkey basters, 
pouring, wringing washcloth



The Arches allow you to cup your hands. The 
hand can grasp different shaped objects by 
using arches.  The arches direct finger 
movements, allowing you to grade your force 
according to the demand.  For example, you 
would not pick up a heavy ball the same way 
you would pick up a ball of cotton.

• Screw/unscrew different size jars
• Open containers with lids
• Shaking dice for games
• Squeeze stress balls
• Dig in dirt or sand play
• Sock puppets- open/close mouth
• Hold snacks in open hand such as raisins, Cheerios, 

fruit snacks
• Water play- scooping water in hand, catch rain/snow



The Power Side: 
Ring finger and pinky

The Precision Side: 
Thumb, middle and 
index fingers

Separation of the hand allows us to use the 
thumb, index finger and middle finger for 
intricate fine motor tasks, while the ring finger 
and pinky remain unmoving in order to provide 
stability.

Activities to try:
• Spinning tops and wind up toys
• Place a cotton ball in the palm of the hand and hold 

with ring finger and pinky while drawing, coloring or 
writing

• Spray bottles or water squirting toys
• Snapping fingers



When you touch your thumb to your index finger 
to form an “OK” sign, it forms the web space.  

Holding the web space open while writing 
improves control and reduces fatigue.

•Play tug of war using coffee stirrers or straws.  Only use your pointer finger and thumb
•Roll balls of clay or Playdoh- using index finger and thumb only
•Lacing cards or simple sewing projects
•Use tweezers or small tongs- move game pieces or transfer small beads or cereal pieces
•Pull off small pieces of clay or dough



Click icon to add chart

•Practice tapping the thumb to the tip of each 
finger

•Try opening clothes pins using the thumb and 
each of the fingers 

•Songs with hand play

•Flicking small balls, marbles or crumpled 
paper.  Set up a goal or have a flicking race.

•Practice sign language

•Shadow puppets



What activities can we do?

 Squeeze water from small sponge or eye dropper

 Picking up/eating small finger foods 

 Clothes pin activities

 String small beads

 Pull off stickers or tape 

 Pinching Playdoh or clay

 Marbles

 Wind-Up Toys

 Small Building Blocks

 Games with small pieces such as:

• Lite Brite

• Battleship

The thumb and index finger 
work together to pick up small 
objects



Activities to try:

• Finger song play such as The Itsy Bitsy Spider

• Finger puppets

• Practice putting on/ taking off gloves

• Pointing to words while reading, or to objects with an 
Eye Spy game.

• Shadow puppets on a wall with a flashlight

• Cat’s Cradle game

• Finger painting

• Learn sign language

• Tying/untying knots

• Practice buttons, snaps, zippers, tying Think how hard it would be to tie a bow, 
button a shirt, play an instrument or use 
sign language if you had to move all of 
your fingers at once together.

The ability to move our fingers 
individually is crucial for dexterity. 



Translation Shift Rotation

The ability to pick up and use an object 

with one hand. It allows you to move an 

object from your fingertips to the palm 

and vice versa.

The ability to move objects between the 

fingers.  (E.g. moving your fingers to the 

tip of a pencil to write, or using your 

fingertips to separate two pieces of 

paper stuck together)

Simple rotation is the ability to roll an 

object between the thumb and fingertips.  

(E.g. screwing on a small cap)  Complex 

rotation is the ability to turn an object 

completely end over end.  (E.g. flipping a 

pencil point to eraser)

 Put coins in a piggy bank or

vending machine using only one

hand

 String beads while holding a few

beads in the palm of hand

 Hold a handful of snack food

such as raisins. Use only that

hand to feed one at a time.

 Practice picking up objects off a

table using only one hand

 Turning pages in a book

 Card games requiring you to pick

up one card at a time (e.g.

Candyland)

 Threading large needles

 Pencil walks

 Move a bead along a pipe cleaner

with one hand

 Practice taking off small lids and

caps

 Give the child a bin of nuts and

bolts to practice screwing. Grade

difficulty from larger to smaller

 Legos

 Jigsaw Puzzles

 Pencil rotations



By six years old, the muscles in 
the hand are established. 

Strength and dexterity continue 
to develop with activity.  It is 

important to engage in various 
gross and fine motor activities 

throughout childhood in order to 
build stamina for academic tasks.

Fine motor strength and dexterity

Construction toys

• Legos

• Kinex

• models

Jigsaw Puzzles

Push pins

Clay

Crafts

Card games, shuffling

Gardening tasks

Cooking/baking/grating




